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65 Shelby 
If you love our 65 Mustang and 65 Fastback Lightroom presets, then you’ll love this. It pops colors, makes skin tones 

creamy and bright, and is just plain racy.

Before AfterBefore After

http://kubotaimagetools.com/
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Baby Soft
Soft contrast and a warm powdery feel characterize this effect. A soft, image-transfer like edge frames the shot. You 

can turn the border layer off if you want a different look.

Before After

http://kubotaimagetools.com/
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Custard Cream
Pour some custard cream on the image and shoot it through an antique camera viewfinder. Shake lightly, don’t stir, 

and you have a softly washed image that’s contrasty, yet soft and, well, creamy.

Before After

http://kubotaimagetools.com/
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Flare with Flair top Center
Perfectly controlled lens flare is not always achievable at the shot. Here’s a soft, diffused effect - like the sun scattered 

its light on your image. Use when the sun should come from top center in the image. Caution: Never stare at the sun.

Before After

Flare with Flair top Left 
Use when the sun should come from top left in the image. Caution: Never stare at the sun.

Flare with Flair top Right
Use when the sun should come from top right in the image. Caution: Never stare at the sun.

http://kubotaimagetools.com/
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Old Leather
Very edgy and distinguished. Instant antique for those who hate to wait. Watch the details come to life as if carved in 

leather. Try this on your character portraits or art images.

Old Scratched Film
You just found an old negative in the attic and you hold it up to the window light to see the classic image - scratches 

and faded color included.

Before

Before

After

After

http://kubotaimagetools.com/
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Red Dragon
Dragon’s are lucky, and so are you! This adds a red, rose-like tint while maintaining the original color - albeit in a time-

worn flavor.

Before After

http://kubotaimagetools.com/
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Rose Oil
A favorite with baby and maternity photographers, this warm, sensual look is soft in contrast and tinted in a subtle 

rose essence. Try it on your female portraits. This rose has no thorns.

Before After

http://kubotaimagetools.com/
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Sun Kiss
A warm, bright, sunny feeling - imbued with a walk on the beach, no SPF required. A slight texture is used to add depth 

and richness to this golden wrap.

Timeless
A retro, toned-down color palette and a vintage viewfinder create a timeless feel that immortalizes special moments. 

You can turn the border layer off, on your layers palette, if you prefer.

Before
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After
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Twilight
At the edge of darkness, there is a cool blue tone to shadows, while hints of sun faintly illuminate the skin. It’s moody 

and romantic.

Before After

http://kubotaimagetools.com/
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View Find Her Tinted
Vintage camera viewfinders with bad glass and dust spots are oddly appealing. This subdued color palette works 

beautifully with the analog viewfinder taken from a garage sale score.

Before After

http://kubotaimagetools.com/
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Vitalux Premo
A warm, rich image as seen through the classic viewfinder of our Premo camera. A little grit around the edges adds to 

the authenticity of the classic find.

Before After

http://kubotaimagetools.com/

